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Abstract 

Even for network elements, which communicate via protocols extended by security functions, compatibility must 
be ensured across manufacturers. The main question is, whether and how testing techniques must be modified, 
extended or even newly developed to perform the required tests to ensure interoperability for secured communi-
cation protocols. To be able to answer this question, the test object of the different testing techniques must be ob-
served. The changes caused by the additional security mechanisms must be investigated. This paper utilizes the 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP) used with Voice over IP (VoIP) to 
explain the effects of security mechanisms on testing techniques. 

This paper is based on the work with research focus „Modellbasierte Validierung zur Absicherung von automo-
tiven Kommunikationsnetzwerken“, which is supported by the Department for Science and Culture of Lower 
Saxony in the context of the AGIP programme. 
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1 Introduction 

The usage of security mechanisms to transmit infor-
mation via communication protocols allows more 
granular control of a person or company’s privacy. 
Both encoding algorithms and transport protocols to 
exchange keys can belong to these security mecha-
nisms. By using an array of testing techniques, the 
compatibility between network elements implement-
ing security mechanisms additional to the communi-
cation protocols, should be ensured. The validation of 
function and security of these security mechanisms is 
not the aim, but rather the guarantee for intercompati-
bility of network elements and among manufacturers. 

This paper points out the effects of security mecha-
nisms on the development and application of testing 
techniques exemplified with Voice over IP (VoIP). 
Firstly, the common security mechanisms for VoIP 
will be introduced. Next, the effects of these security 
mechanisms on conformity testing, interoperability 
testing as well as stress testing will be examined and 
illustrated with some practical examples. 

2 Security Mechanisms for VoIP 

The exchange of information within a telecommuni-
cation network involves diverse security require-
ments. These are: the protection against abusing a 
subscriber’s access to the network provider, the pro-
tection of identity (e.g. name) and personal informa-

tion (e.g. whereabouts, IP address) of a subscriber, the 
protection against unauthorised eavesdrop-
ping/recording and the guarantee of integrity of in-
coming payload [18]. 

Security mechanisms, which are applied to fulfil these 
requirements, are SIP Security Agreement to negotiate 
a transport security mechanism, MIKEY and ZRTP to 
exchange keys, S/MIME to encrypt the content of in-
dividual SIP messages, SIPS and SIP over TLS to en-
crypt signalling and, finally, SRTP to encrypt payload 
[7]. Afterwards, security mechanisms will not be dif-
ferentiated based on their function when talking about 
signalling and payload, but based on the exchange 
level. 

3 Effects of Security Mecha-
nisms on Testing Techniques 

The usage of security mechanisms always effects test-
ing techniques when the test object is modified (pro-
tocol, functionality, stress behaviour etc.), or when the 
security mechanisms themselves become test objects. 
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Table 1 gives an overview of the security mech
named in section 2 and shows whether they 
conformity testing, interoperability testing and stress 
testing. The following sections will explain the effects 
on the particular testing techniques using pract
amples. 

3.1 Conformity Testing 

Conformity testing checks whether a protocol i
stance correctly implements the related protocol 
specification [2]. Conformity test cases must be 
fined and applied when testing each
implemented by a network element. 

If security mechanisms and communication protocols 
are not interdependent, i.e. communication and sec
rity are located in different protocol layers, it 
cient to perform independent conformity tests 
element. This is the case with SIP over TLS.

Figure 2 Additional header fields when 
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and shows whether they effect 
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testing. The following sections will explain the effects 

particular testing techniques using practical ex-

Conformity testing checks whether a protocol in-
stance correctly implements the related protocol 

. Conformity test cases must be de-
each protocol instance 

 

If security mechanisms and communication protocols 
, i.e. communication and secu-

rity are located in different protocol layers, it is suffi-
cient to perform independent conformity tests on each 

case with SIP over TLS. 

3.1.1 Usage of Additional Protocols

The moment additional protocols 
security mechanisms (e.g. ZRTP to exchange keys for 
SRTP, Figure 1), new test cases must be developed.

User A

RTP

RTP

Hello

HelloACK

HelloACK

Hello

Commit

DHPart1

Confirm1

DHPart2

Confirm2

Conf2ACK

Figure 1 ZRTP handshake for key 

3.1.2 Additional Header Fields

The extension of SIP with additional header fields like 
SIP Security Agreement (Figure
state machine. The existing se
cases no longer matches the new state machine. A
cordingly, a new set of conformity test cases must be 
developed, perhaps by reusing or modifying the exis
ing test cases. It is very possible that the new set of 
test cases includes a subset of the existing one.

 

 

 

 

 

when registering using SIP Security Agreement (excerpt from RFC 3329 
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Figure 2) changes the SIP 
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reusing or modifying the exist-

possible that the new set of 
bset of the existing one. 

 
RFC 3329 [13]) 



3.1.3 Dependency on Header 
Field Contents 

The SIP state machine cannot only 
be changed by the addition of new 
header fields. Changes may also oc-
cur when the contents of header 
fields shall affect the behaviour of 
network elements. The registration 
of a terminal device serves as an ex-
ample scenario to illustrate this is-
sue. Concerning this, Figure 3 und 
Figure 5 show excerpts from the 
protocol specifications for SIP (RFC 
3261 [12]) and SIPS (RFC 5630 
[17]).  

Figure 3 shows an excerpt from
RFC 3261 where the construction of 
a REGISTER request is described. 

Figure 5 describes the behaviour of 
a registrar registering terminal de-
vices using SIP and SIPS URIs. The 
excerpt shown extends the require-
ments of RFC 3261.  

REGISTER 
Contact: sips

User A

REGISTER

400 Bad Request

Registrar

REGISTER

200 OK
REGISTER 
Contact: sip

REGISTER 
Contact: sips

Figure 4 Registrations with different URI 
 

Figure 5 Behaviour of a registrar registering 
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REGISTER sips:r.com SIP/2.0
sips:A@a.com

REGISTER sip:r.com SIP/2.0
sip:A@a.com

REGISTER sip:r.com  SIP/2.0
sips:A@a.com

 
URI schemes 

Figure 4 illustrates the behaviour of a registrar co
cerning the handling of SIP and
quence diagram. This diagram 
must check and compare the scheme of the request 
URI and the Contact header field (also Path header 
field, not shown). This requirement 
RFC 3261. 

Figure 6 exemplifies the procedure of a conformity 
test, where the Main Test Component
a REGISTER request from the system under test, d
mands an authentication if required and
confirms the REGISTER request with a 200 OK r
sponse. The MTC would also have to check the 
mand of RFC 3261 for the correct construction of 
REGISTER request (Figure 3).

egistering SIP and SIPS URIs (excerpt from RFC 5630 [17])  

Figure 3 Construction of a REGISTER request (excerpt 
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illustrates the behaviour of a registrar con-
cerning the handling of SIP and SIPS URIs as a se-

diagram shows that the registrar 
must check and compare the scheme of the request 
URI and the Contact header field (also Path header 

requirement was not present in 

exemplifies the procedure of a conformity 
Main Test Component (MTC) receives 

the system under test, de-
ands an authentication if required and, otherwise, 

confirms the REGISTER request with a 200 OK re-
The MTC would also have to check the de-

the correct construction of a 
). 

 

xcerpt from RFC 3261 [12]) 



Figure 6 Conformity test procedure for a 
RFC 3261 

If a terminal device that uses SIPS is to be 
determine whether it is compliant with the protocol 
specification, the test procedure shown in 
must be extended so that the requirements described 
in RFC 5630 (e.g. the demand for identical schemes 
of request URI and Contact header field, 
also tested. This extended test procedure is illustrated 
in Figure 7. 

The use of SIPS does not only affect header fields of 
the REGISTER request, changing 
chine. The receiving of an INVITE request by a 
proxy, e.g., must be extended by checking the request 
URI, comparing it with the Contact URI that had been 
registered before and forwarding the request to the 
target or deny it with a appropriate response 
 

Figure 8 Interoperability testing with verification 
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specification, the test procedure shown in Figure 6 
must be extended so that the requirements described 
in RFC 5630 (e.g. the demand for identical schemes 
of request URI and Contact header field, Figure 5) are 

extended test procedure is illustrated 

The use of SIPS does not only affect header fields of 
 the SIP state ma-

chine. The receiving of an INVITE request by a 
proxy, e.g., must be extended by checking the request 
URI, comparing it with the Contact URI that had been 

the request to the 
response [17]. 

Figure 7 Conformity test procedure 
RFC 5630 

3.2 Interoperability Testing

Interoperability testing checks 
implemented end-to-end between two or more ne
work elements [2]. These end-to
only comprised of pure call functions when using s
curity mechanisms but rather one 
rect operation of the used security mechanism
ing interoperability testing. Table
procedure checking the successful establishment of a 
voice call between two users. 

erification of security functionality (modified from [3]) 
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Table 2 Interoperability test procedure to verify voice 
call establishment [8] 

Test: 01 

Title: Voice Call Establishment from User A to User B 

Test 

Purpose: 

To verify that a call can be established successfully to 

User B by User A and that speech communication is 

possible between User A and User B 

Pre-test 

cond.: 

Configure network elements to support at least co-

dec G.711 

Step Test Description Verdict 

pass fail 

1 Initiate a new call from User A to User B - - 

2 A: Is dial tone heard? Yes No 

3 B: Is the phone ringing? Yes No 

4 User B answers the phone - - 

5 A: Is dial tone heard? No Yes 

6 B: Is the phone ringing? No Yes 

7 User A talks - - 

8 B: Can User A be heard by User B? Yes No 

9 User B talks - - 

10 A: Can User B be heard by User A? Yes No 

11 Clear the call - - 

 
Figure 8 shows a possible structure to perform inter-
operability testing, where both call and security func-
tionality is tested. To verify the end-to-end functional-
ity of the security, the protocol traffic is captured after 
each network adapter to check whether the traffic is 
secure according to the examined requirements. A cor-
responding test case is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Interoperability test procedure extended by 
secured signalling with SIPS and its related 
verification (modified from [8]) 

Test: 02 

Title: 

Voice Call Establishment from User A to User B Using 

SIPS to Secure Signalling 

Test 

Purpose: 

To verify that a call can be established successfully to 

User B by User A, that speech communication is pos-

sible between User A and User B, and that signalling 

is secure. 

Pre-test 

cond.: 

Configure network elements to support SIPS and at 

least codec G.711 

Step Test Description Verdict 

pass fail 

1 Start capturing protocol traffic - - 

2 Initiate a new call from User A to User B - - 

3 A: Is dial tone heard? Yes No 

4 B: Is the phone ringing? Yes No 

5 User B answers the phone - - 

6 A: Is dial tone heard? No Yes 

7 B: Is the phone ringing? No Yes 

8 User A talks - - 

9 B: Can User A be heard by User B? Yes No 

10 User B talks - - 

11 A: Can User B be heard by User A? Yes No 

12 Clear the call - - 

13 Stop Capturing - - 

14 Analyze captured protocol traffic - - 

15 Cap_A: Are there any SIP messages? No Yes 

17 Cap_B: Are there any SIP messages? No Yes 

3.3 Stress Testing 

Basically, the use of security mechanisms requires ad-
ditional system resources (Figure 9). For this reason 
stress tests must be modified so that, besides the per-
formance of registrations, calls etc. security mecha-
nisms will be used. 

 
Figure 9 Required system resources with and without secu-

rity mechanisms while performing stress tests 

4 Conclusions 

Even if communication protocols are extended by se-
curity mechanisms, the compatibility between net-
work elements can also be ensured among different 
manufacturers using testing techniques. For this pur-
pose, testing techniques must be modified depending 
on the effects of the applied security mechanisms. 

Conformity Testing 

• Subject of test is the implementation of a proto-
col specification of the system under test. 

• Changes to the state machine require a new set 
of test cases. 

• New protocols also require a new set of test 
cases. 

• The state machine is also affected by dependen-
cies on header field contents. 

• Dependencies on header field contents require 
modifications of affected test cases. 

Interoperability Testing 

• Test object is the end-to-end functionality of the 
system under test. 

• Functionality of security mechanisms must be 
examined in addition to call functionality. 

Stress Testing 

• Test object is the behaviour of the system under 
test while producing stress. 

• Stress tests must be modified to take the process-
ing time of security mechanisms into account for 
stress behaviour. 

Overall this paper makes clear, that testing techniques 
must be extended and modified because of the multi-
ple interdependencies between communication proto-
cols and security mechanisms. Beyond that, the de-
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velopment of new test cases is necessary. How the 
testing techniques must be adapted depends on the 
test object. 

5 Future Prospects 

Starting with the material described in this paper, the 
existing testing techniques will be modified to allow 
testing of network elements which utilise security 
mechanisms. For this purpose concrete propositions 
for conformity and interoperability testing will be de-
veloped. Especially with regard to testing the compli-
ance to a protocol specification, exemplary test cases 
will be developed and implemented. 

The investigations shall be expanded to the area of 
intelligent electricity grids. Their network elements 
also use secured IP-based communication protocols to 
exchange information and require testing techniques 
to ensure compatibility among different manufactur-
ers. 
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7 Abbreviations 

IUT Implementation Under Test 
MIKEY Multimedia Internet Keying 
MTC Main Test Component 
RTP Realtime Transport Protocol 
SIP Session Initiation Protocol 
SIPS SIP Security 
S/MIME Secure / Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten-

sions 
SRTP Secure RTP 
TLS Transport Layer Security 
URI Unified Reform Identifier 


